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This database encompasses all aspects of the impact of people and technology
on the environment and the effectiveness of remedial policies and technologies,
featuring more than 950 journals published in the U.S. and abroad. The database
also covers conference papers and proceedings, special reports from
international agencies, non-governmental organizations, universities,
associations and private corporations. Other materials selectively indexed include
significant monographs, government studies and newsletters.
Totally redesigned to mark their twentieth anniversary, these acclaimed travel
guides feature a dramatic full-color section at the front, new design elements to
make them easier to use, up-to-date information on restaurants and
accommodations, meticulously detailed maps, transportation tips, and
discussions on geography, natural wonders, landmarks, itineraries, cultural facts,
and other valuable tips for travelers.
The definitive guide, now fully updated, to the three most popular destinations in
Puerto Rico. No matter your budget, tastes, or passions, Puerto Rico has
something to please your senses and wish you could come back for more. Author
Zain Deane takes you on a tour of San Juan and its main islands and shows you
how to uncover its best-kept secrets and treasures—from breathtaking beaches
and rain forest hikes to extraordinary shopping and dining spots on narrow
colonial streets. Puerto Rico has something to please all your senses, regardless
of your budget, tastes, or passions. Distinctive for their accuracy, simplicity, and
conversational tone, the diverse travel guides in our Explorer's Great
Destinations series meet the conflicting demands of the modern traveler. They're
packed full of up-to-date information to help plan the perfect getaway. And they're
compact and light enough to come along for the ride. A tool you'll turn to before,
during, and after your trip, these guides include chapters on lodging, dining,
transportation, history, shopping, recreation, and more; a section packed with
practical information, such as lists of banks, hospitals, post offices, laundromats,
numbers for police, fire, and rescue, and other relevant information; maps of
regions and locales, and more.
In the 87 issues of Snow Country published between 1988 and 1999, the reader
can find the defining coverage of mountain resorts, ski technique and equipment,
racing, cross-country touring, and the growing sport of snowboarding during a
period of radical change. The award-winning magazine of mountain sports and
living tracks the environmental impact of ski area development, and people
moving to the mountains to work and live.
Nearly two million people are diagnosed with type 2 diabetes in the United States every year.
Many more are diagnosed with prediabetes. For the millions of people already living with
diabetes, preventing or treating the many complications of diabetes is a constant concern.
Often, what each of these individuals needs to control his or her blood glucose, treat
complications, or prevent diabetes entirely is a change&emdash;a change in nutrition, a
change in physical activity, a change in medication, a change in lifestyle. To help facilitate
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these changes, these individuals require clear recommendations based on established
research that can help them quickly make the adjustments they need to improve their condition
and create lifelong healthy habits. What they need is an action plan. Designed specifically for
those are ready to take action, Your Type 2 Diabetes Action Plan is a concise, step-based
approach to quickly improving blood glucose management and quality of life. Diabetes selfcare advice can often be overwhelming and, coupled with the shock of diagnosis, it's easy to
be paralyzed by the enormity of new information. To prevent this, the Diabetes Action Plan
breaks down complicated concepts and long-term goals into manageable steps that are
measured in days and weeks. Each attainable, short-term objective then builds upon the
previous step to engender long-term self-care change. Topics include improving glucose
management and optimizing medication; increasing physical activity; creating a diabetes meal
plan; treating and coping with complications; getting the most out of a health care team;
improving family health, and much more. Presented in clear, actionable steps, this is the
perfect guide to a longer, better life with type 2 diabetes.
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the
purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details. Written by locals, Fodor's The
Complete Guide to Alaska Cruises is the perfect guidebook for those looking for inside tips to
make the most of their visit to Alaska by cruise ship. Complete with detailed maps and concise
descriptions, this Alaska Cruise travel guide will help you plan your trip with ease. With detailed
profiles of every major cruise line and ship sailing in Alaska, not to mention concise and
practical overviews of more than 20 top ports and major inland destinations, this guide offers
Alaska cruise passengers everything they need to know to plan their cruise. Combined with an
extensive and practical cruise-planning chapter, this book really is a complete and
comprehensive guide to Alaska cruises. Fodor’s The Complete Guide to Alaska Cruises
includes: •UP-TO-DATE COVERAGE: From detailed information on planning an Alaska cruise
to reviews on the latest big- and small-ship cruise lines and ships to head to Alaska, this new
edition is the most complete guide to Alaska cruises on the market. Destinations include the
top ports as well as the top inland cruise-tour destinations. •ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES
GUIDE: A spectacular color photo guide captures the ultimate unmissable experiences and
attractions throughout Alaska's major cruise ports to inspire you. •DETAILED MAPS: Full color
and full-size street maps throughout will inspire and help you get around confidently.
•GORGEOUS PHOTOS AND ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: Full-color photos will help inspire
you. Stunning magazine-style, illustrated color features focus on whales, glaciers, Alaska Gold
Rush history, and beautiful local handicrafts you can buy in many ports. Guides to the state’s
flora and fauna help you spot your favorites. Illustrated cruise ship reviews help you pick the
right ship and line. •TOP RECOMMENDATIONS: Includes tips on where to eat, stay, and shop
as well as information about nightlife, sports and the outdoors. “Fodor’s Choice” designates
our best picks in every category. •INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING TOOLS: We give you all
the planning tools you need to tailor your trip and choose the cruise that best suits you: reviews
of cruise lines and ships, overviews of all the major Alaska cruise itineraries, and an extensive
practical planning chapter to help you understand what’s included in the fare (and not) and
how to make the most of your time on board your chosen ship. We recommend the top shore
excursions to book as well as what to pack. •COVERS: Denali National Park, Fairbanks,
Glacier Bay National Park & Preserve, Haines, Homer, Juneau, Ketchikan, Kodiak Island,
Seward, Sitka, Skagway, Whittier, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's
Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert
advice for all tastes and budgets for more than 80 years. Looking for an in-depth guide about
the rest of Alaska? Check out Fodor’s Alaska.
A legal reference on construction law that offers guidance for professionals and addresses the
important construction law issues.
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Energy Efficiency in Air Transportation explores the relationship between air transportation and
energy use, starting with an analysis of air transport energy sources and their potential
development. The book examines how different elements of the air transport system make use
of energy, with an analysis of various methods for optimizing energy consumption. The book
covers the consequences of energy use in terms of economics, environmental impact and
sustainable development, with a review of the existing and proposed regulatory measures
addressing those factors. Aeronautical and air transport engineers interested in aerial vehicle
systems design, as well as public administrators and regulators concerned with energy
efficiency or environmental issues in air transport, will benefit greatly from this comprehensive
reference, which captures necessary background information along with the newest
developments in the field. Examines new developments in energy efficiency in the air transport
field Includes exergy analyses of aerial vehicles and systems Shows the environmental impact
from fuel use including local air quality, consumption of non-renewable materials and
contribution to climate change Discusses the CO2 emissions certification required by ICAO for
new aircraft models
Nestled between the Rocky Mountains to the west and the High Plains to the east, Denver,
Colorado, is nicknamed the Mile High City because its official elevation is exactly one mile
above sea level. Over the past ten years, it has also been one of the country's fastest-growing
metropolitan areas. In Denver's early days, its geographic proximity to the mineral-rich
mountains attracted miners, and gold and silver booms and busts played a large role in its
economic success. Today, its central location—between the west and east coasts and between
major cities of the Midwest—makes it a key node for the distribution of goods and services as
well as an optimal site for federal agencies and telecommunications companies. In
Metropolitan Denver, Andrew R. Goetz and E. Eric Boschmann show how the city evolved
from its origins as a mining town into a cosmopolitan metropolis. They chart the foundations of
Denver's recent economic development—from mining and agriculture to energy, defense, and
technology—and examine the challenges engendered by a postwar population explosion that
led to increasing income inequality and rapid growth in the number of Latino residents.
Highlighting the risks and rewards of regional collaboration in municipal governance, Goetz
and Boschmann recount public works projects such as the construction of the Denver
International Airport and explore the smart growth movement that shifted development from
postwar low-density, automobile-based, suburban and exurban sprawl to higher-density, mixed
use, transit-oriented urban centers. Because of its proximity to the mountains and generally
sunny weather, Denver has a reputation as a very active, outdoor-oriented city and a desirable
place to live and work. Metropolitan Denver reveals the purposeful civic decisions made
regarding tourism, downtown urban revitalization, and cultural-led economic development that
make the city a destination.
Land Use Planning AbstractsTransportation Planning Guidelines for the Evacuation of Large
PopulationsPermit Application for Mariners Two Marina, Middle River, MarylandMariners Two
Marina, Middle River, PermitEnvironmental Impact StatementThe Rough Guide to the
CaribbeanRough Guides UK
Discover a land of lush jungles and dazzling white sand with The Rough Guide to Puerto Rico.
The full-colour introduction will inspire you with stunning photography of the "things not to
miss" from the cosmopolitan city of San Juan to the exotic flora and fauna of the Caribbean
National Forest. Dozens of user-friendly maps will guide you to our recommended
accommodation and there are hundreds of restaurant reviews for gourmet eateries and local
food stalls across the island. Covering all must-sees such as the Río Camuy caves and the
romantic colonial town of Ponce, the guide also features full-colour inserts on Festivals
dedicated to fruits and flowers, and Food, including independent gourmet coffee producers and
regional specialties. The guide features in-depth sections on Mayagüez, La Cordillera, Vieques
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and Culebra, as well as all the practical information you'd expect from a Rough Guide. Make
the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Puerto Rico.
This book examines complex challenges in managing major strategic economic and social
infrastructure projects. It is divided into four primary themes: value-based approach to
infrastructure systems appraisal, enabling planning and execution, financing and contracting
strategies for infrastructure systems and digitising major infrastructure delivery. Within these
four themes, the chapters of the book cover: the value and benefits of infrastructure projects
planning for resilient major infrastructure projects sustainable major infrastructure development
and management, including during mega events improving infrastructure project financing
stakeholder engagement and multi-partner collaborations delivering major infrastructure
projects effectively and efficiently whole-life-cycle performance, operations and maintenance
relationship risks on major infrastructure projects public-private partnerships, design thinking
principles, and innovation and technology. By drawing on insights from their research, the
editors and contributors bring a fresh perspective to the transformation of major strategic
infrastructure projects. This text is designed to help policymakers and investors select and
prioritise their infrastructure needs beyond the constraining logic of political cycles. It offers a
practical set of recommendations for governments on attracting private capital for infrastructure
projects while creating clear social and economic value for their citizens. Through theoretical
underpinning, empirical data and in-depth informative global case studies, the book presents
an essential resource for students, researchers, practitioners and policymakers interested in all
aspects of strategic infrastructure planning, project management, construction management,
engineering and business management.
Vietnam Investment and Business Guide - Strategic and Practical Information
Vietnam: Doing Business and Investing in ... Guide Volume 1 Strategic, Practical Information,
Regulations, Contacts
If you purchase The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World in ebook format, receive free
monthly updates via your device so you'll be in the know about important changes, making
your vacation planning better than ever! March-April 2015 Updates Available! Your Kindle
update includes important changes to the Magic Kingdom and Epcot monorail schedules
through July 2015; ticket prices, dates, and times for the Magic Kingdom's Night of Joy
celebration in September; and updates to Fastpass+ locations for the Magic Kingdom's
parades. Compiled and written by a team of experienced researchers whose work has been
cited by such diverse sources as USA Today and Operations Research Forum, The Unofficial
Guide to Walt Disney World digs deeper and offers more than any other guide.
From diving in the Virgin Islands to Trinidad’s Carnival celebrations, The Rough Guide to the
Caribbean explores all the best to see and do in this exotic region. Discover lively capital cities,
colonial towns and remote, unspoiled beaches with the essential travellers’ companion.
Featuring detailed historical and practical information on the entire region, the guide also has a
full-colour introduction with stunning photography, plus over 100 detailed maps covering over
50 islands! There are hundreds of accommodation and restaurant reviews, as well as practical
information for countless adventures sports, from scuba-diving off the Cayman Islands to
hiking in Trinidad. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to the Caribbean.

Infrastructure Planning and Finance is a non-technical guide to the engineering,
planning, and financing of major infrastucture projects in the United States, providing
both step-by-step guidance, and a broad overview of the technical, political, and
economic challenges of creating lasting infrastructure in the 21st Century. Infrastructure
Planning and Finance is designed for the local practitioner or student who wants to
learn the basics of how to develop an infrastructure plan, a program, or an individual
infrastructure project. A team of authors with experience in public works, planning, and
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city government explain the history and economic environment of infrastructure and
capital planning, addressing common tools like the comprehensive plan, sustainability
plans, and local regulations. The book guides readers through the preparation and
development of comprehensive plans and infrastructure projects, and through major
funding mechanisms, from bonds, user fees, and impact fees to privatization and
competition. The rest of the book describes the individual infrastructure systems: their
elements, current issues and a 'how-to-do-it' section that covers the system and the
comprehensive plan, development regulations and how it can be financed. Innovations
such as decentralization, green and blue-green technologies are described as well as
local policy actions to achieve a more sustainable city are also addressed. Chapters
include water, wastewater, solid waste, streets, transportation, airports, ports,
community facilities, parks, schools, energy and telecommunications. Attention is given
to how local policies can ensure a sustainable and climate friendly infrastructure
system, and how planning for them can be integrated across disciplines.
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